Technical specifications
Input voltage [V ac]
nominal power [kVA]
Weight [kg]
Dimensions (LxWxH) [cm]
Lowest SOC [%]
Battery voltage [V]
Grid access certification
Protection grade

400 3-phase
7.5 3-phase
120
100 x 40 x 205
Programmable
48
CEI 0-21
IP55, IK10
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enhance your solar self-consumption for better energy autonomy and lower electricity costs.
but no, you don’t need to purchase a battery. why?

because the storage is already there.
Increase energy autonomy. Reduce electricity
costs.
The amount of solar energy received by the surface of
earth in one hour, is equivalent to the total world’s
energy consumption for one year.
With rapidly falling prices of solar photovoltaic
equipment, and rising of electricity grid costs, it is
economically, and not only ecologically, interesting to
self-consume the electricity you produce.

Make the most of your company assets.
Electric forklifts trucks embed a large capacity battery –
typically it contains the energy to power a floor of offices
for one hour.
These machines are in many cases used for only a few
hours a day; the rest of the time, instead of sitting idle,
you could use their battery as a solar storage device.
With our proprietary simulation software, a
personalized diagnosis can be performed and cost savings
calculated, depending on PV power installed and the
forklift type.

To increase the rate of self-consumption, an energy
storage system is ideal.
If you have a photovoltaic system and you are an
enterprise, a particularly beneficial solution for this
purpose exists.

typical savings with a 1.5t forklift are
1000€/year on electricity costs
The intelligent plug is a bidirectional
inverter-charger that replaces the old
forklift charger, and allows energy to flow
in and out of the battery.
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Transparent to the forklift user, it
guarantees a minimum charge level and
reduces ageing for a longer battery life, by
reducing cycle depths and maintaining
stabilized voltage during idle periods.
It doesn’t need any intervention on your
electrical layout – just connect it into a
three-phase plug, power on the
communication sensor, and installation is
complete.
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